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THE HASHLESS TIMES

A

fter reading last week’s Gobsheet article about hair, NonStick sent the below. Can’t say I
remembered him having a red car and I didn’t know such things went on in the Maidenhead
area!
Thanks for your contribution NonStick.

s you’re all aware, our polymath and intellectual powerhouse, SkinnyDipper proposed the idea
that the ‘La Pecarina’ apron could be worn by one Hasher who would run or cycle to another’s
house in order to hand it over. That Hasher would then do a similar handover – see Skinny’s
email for details.

A

Dunny sewed up the tear in the apron and made the first transfer. Here’s her report.
So Skinny has this
great
idea
for
passing on the
apron, so I thought I
must get out and do
my run, so I don’t
give anyone an
excuse to give it
back to me. So we
jogged off to the
arboretum
near
little Wittenham.
Nearing the top of
the hill several
normal people gave
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me a very strange look. Not that the people we see on our usual deserted paths, which are all now heaving, look
anything like walkers. Strange times these days. Further up into the fields it’s now nice and quiet. Along the top
of Didcot and the small woods between the fields still have some lovely bluebells. Back home, job done. Now
where was that sewing kit I had at school? 5mins under the stairs and I have needle and thread and tackle the
much-needed repair job. In to the boil wash. The lucky recipient of the apron this week is Ms Whiplash, for no
reason other than she lives within walking distance; so we arrange a clandestine meeting. Keeping our 2m
distance the apron is safely passed on and Down Down done. Good luck Miss Whiplash.
Nice one, Dunny (and Rampant for the pictures) and well Down Downed Ms Whiplash. Check out
SkinnyDipper’s weekly email for details of the apron’s progress.

It seems that Zebedee couldn’t wait to become a recipient of the apron
and is currently wearing his own. Florence kindly sent the Gobsheet this
photo. I’m not sure what is on the apron. Either it’s a fit young lady
wearing lederhosen or a bloke with outstanding pecs and an unusual
taste in legwear. As I mentioned to Flo, at least Zeb isn’t wearing that
blasted old nurse’s uniform.

Mr Blobby sent in a description of his ‘Not Hash’, performed on Saturday with Mrs Blobby and on Sunday
with C5. Read and enjoy:Me and Mrs Blobby did a “Not the Hash” walk Saturday starting from Silchester Church car park:

We walked a loop of just over 3 miles, which involved walking around the walls and several tracks through
fields. We tried to enter a willow reserve, but the farmer had padlocked the gate, blocking a permissive path

that had been open the week before. So we back tracked and carried on our way and came into a field with
calves, cows and two bulls!! Luckily Mrs B didn’t see the cattle as they were over the other side of the field
and her hair, being so long, blocked her view. Once we got through that field of cattle Mrs B then managed to
go through two more fields of cattle, admittedly her pace did quicken, just a bit.
On Sunday, me and C5 met in the car park of Silchester village hall again. Unfortunately, Twanky didn’t make it
this week as we received a text from him to say that he had fallen off his bike when he apparently miss-timed a
pothole and ended up with a bruised hip, grazed elbow and a grazed knee. We wish him a speedy recovery
and hopefully we’ll see him next week. So off we set heading out through an estate and then entered Inhams
Copse, which led us briefly onto Silchester Common before going into Pamber Forest. It started to spit with
rain, but it quickly passed. We then left Pamber Forest and crossed the road into Bridles Copse before
returning back to Pamber Forest. Where we ran around the southern edge of the forest, before turning north
to follow the western edge. Following in Twanky’s footsteps neither of us managed the water hazard!!

Leaving the forest we crossed over the road to run around Tadley Common eventually crossing the Silchester
Road to run through Roundwood Copse and back to Pamber Heath,
before returning to Silchester Common and back to the village hall
car park. A total distance of 10.3 miles!!
The route actually sketches out the top section of the “Statue of
Christ the Redeemer” in Rio De Janeiro.
Looking forward to receiving the Apron!!!

Art is, of course, subjective so you may not see ‘Christ The Redeemer’ in the above route. I see it more
like a hovering ghost in a sheet… if you cock your head to the right a bit. Thanks, Mr Blobby, for your
report.

As Mr Blobby mentioned, Twanky had a Bash Crash, resulting in road rash. I’m sure you’ll be glad to
know he’s ok. He sent the Gobsheet this picture (I’ve deliberately made it
smaller!) of his rueful face and the damage to his forearm. If you’re a tad
squeamish, look away now. Hope your injuries clear up soon, Twanky,
and we look forward to hearing about your next Not Hashing exploits.
SOME COVID-19 THOUGHTS

S

o, Professor Neil Ferguson, whose advice prompted the UK
lockdown, has resigned from SAGE after allowing his married lover
to visit him at home. In Scotland, Dr. Catherine Calderwood, who
was the chief medical officer, resigned after making trips to her second
home. Sometimes it seems like one rule for us and a different rule for
them. You can wonder at the arrogance and stupidity of these people or
you can understand the very human need for companionship(!) and going to a place where you feel
safe and comfortable. Whatever your thoughts I think we can all agree that we are getting mighty fed
up with the lockdown restrictions and the current dismantling of our country’s economic structure. We’ve
gone from being an independent people, living in a democratic society with an optimistic financial
outlook to a people under State-sponsored and controlled restrictions on personal liberty, with the
majority of workers being paid by the State and the economy set for the deepest downturn in memory.
Oh yes, and the NHSX mobile-based tracking app is set to be rolled out so the Government can track
where we have all been. Maybe that last statement is a little paranoid but you can see/understand that
certain state agencies might well wish to extend the use of a tracking app after the virus has largely
been defeated. Perhaps another reading of George Orwell’s 1984 is due.
It was interesting to read a news article today that compared the crisis in Sweden with that in Denmark.
Sweden has invested in a policy of advice and guidance while allowing their citizens to make
responsible decisions regarding theirs and others health. Denmark decided to pursue a strict lockdown.
At the end of April Sweden’s R number (the infection rate) was 0.85, while Denmark’s was 0.9. What
does that tell us? Well, the problem is that it’s like comparing apples with oranges. Sweden’s
demographics are different to Denmark’s and, even if ‘herd immunity’ has taken hold in Stockholm, what
will happen in the more widely dispersed population in the rest of the country? Like everything else
about Covid-19 and its effects, we simply do not know for certain.
We can only keep our fingers crossed and hope for the best…
A TYPICAL FAMILY CONFERENCE CALL

W

e’ve all been using Zoom, Skype, Whatsapp, Telegram, GoToMeeting, Webex, KinCall,
HouseParty – the list is almost endless. If you’re familiar with making conference calls through
your work this makes it easier to use, but there can still be problems…

Grandma and Grandad were silver surfers. Technologically, there was very little they didn’t know. They
were equally at home with a MacBook Air as a Microsoft Surface. They thoroughly enjoyed reading
phishing emails before permanently deleting them. “Do you suppose,” Grandma said to Grandad, while
looking over his shoulder, “that Katya, who’s offering you unlimited sex if you click that link, is actually
a large and hairy Lithuanian ex-docker, out to make more than a few quid on the side?” Clicking the
Delete button, Grandad smilingly turned to her. “We have our weekly Zoom call with Katy, Keith and
little Toby in five minutes. Shall we sign in? We can be in the waiting room if they haven’t started the
session. They clicked on the link in their mailbox and Grandma sat down so they would both be in
camera shot. They were looking forward to speaking with their daughter, her husband and four-year old
grandson.
“I hope,” began Grandma, “they’ve got over their bandwidth problems.” “I hope so too.” Said Grandad,
with a rueful smile, remembering the last few abandoned calls.
The screen changed and a static picture of their daughter and family, Katy with Trouble, the goldencoloured cocker spaniel, on her lap, came into view.

A burst of sound issued from the speakers, “… see ‘em but they’re not blastedwell moving.”
Grandma and Grandad looked at each other. With fibre broadband and the latest powerful router the
problem was not going to be at their end.
“Hello Katy?” Asked Grandma, as movement began to appear in the picture at the top of the split screen.
“Hello Mum, Dad?” Replied Katy as the Marcel Marceau-like movements of the family speeded up into
a more realistic pace.
A huge hand made its way towards the top of the picture as Keith adjusted the angle of the laptop to
make sure they were all visible.
“Hope you are all ok.” Said Grandad, recoiling slightly at the giant fingers that threatened to gouge out
his right eyeball.
Keith sat back and the fingers disappeared. “We’re fine thanks.” He replied. “Great to spea…” Their
picture distorted, then went to black. “Bollocks!” The word rushed out of Grandma and Grandad’s
speakers. Grandad pursed his lips. “I couldn’t have put it better myself.” He said softly. They waited,
knowing that if they could see the family name in the black rectangle on the screen, then the video might
return.
It did. Unfortunately, upside down. “What the f…!?” came from the speakers, just before the picture and
sound disappeared.
“They do seem to be having some problems.” Said Grandma. “I did suggest they changed ISP but they
didn’t want to spend the extra fiver a month.”
“And they’re still on Windows 8!” Added Grandad. “Unbelievable.”
Clear video of Katy, Trouble, Keith and Toby suddenly appeared on the screen. Katy had a strange look
on her face and Toby looked excited. He suddenly exclaimed, “Trouble’s farted! Poooohh!”
Katy shushed him, looking worriedly at the camera. Keith attempted to defuse the situation.
“Ha ha. Well at least he didn’t crap in my slipper like last night. Didn’t know about that until it was too
late. Ha ha.”
Their picture suddenly froze again, with Katy looking aghast at Keith and Toby joyously holding his
nose.
Abruptly, some very loud sounds with occasional echoing came out of the grandparents’ speaker.
“RRRRRRRRRRRRR TOWTOWTOWTOWTOW SMPFFGGLE SSSSSSSSSSS PFFFFFFFFFF
OWLLLLA MAAAAA!!”
And then, very clearly and the video perfect, Katy saying “Try again next week?”
“Yes dear, I think that would be best.” Replied Grandma. “Love to you all.”
Grandad smiled for the camera and carefully slid the notebook’s pointer on to the ‘Leave meeting’ link.
He clicked it.

Keep safe everyone.
On On.

Hashgate.

If anyone has something they would like to see in the Gobsheet, either send it to your reporter/editor/tea
boy/floor mopper at hashgate@hotmail.com or to Iceman at the address above.

